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ald Little, Willard

Smith, Jim Staf-

ford, Earl Sorenson, Dick Boardman
and Joe Nicholas.
Shop-Girls, by Noel Coward, is an
amusing play about five middle-aged
English noblewomen who, strangely enough, run a shop. Donald John50L. dae Sail WW thst
pafed the-part
of the customer. Jean Lamont starred
as Vera, the owner of the shop and
its chief saleslady.
She was supported by Nancy Price, Pat Young,
Eileen Lightman and Arlene Samp-

son.
The

outstanding

play

of

both

nights was The Violet by Ferenc Molnar.

The first night Connie LaTorre
turned in the hit performance of the
evening as the chofus applicant that
made good.
Miss LaTorre was sup-

ported by Charlie Calacci

and Tom

Quain in her big scene.
The other
chorus applicants, Phyllis St. Pierre,
Winifred Leifer, Ellen Ades, Lila Di
Leva and Irene Udelson, were excel-

lent

in their parts.
Franc Skirball
(Continued on Page 6)

Bill Munroe Discs
Gn R. f. Station

With a lusty cry of “Impostor!”
supporters of Mary Margaret

Magoon

burst

into

the

theater

of

Emerson College on Friday, April 30,
to disclose that the woman on the
stage addressing the student body was
not Magoon.
The impostor, who later was revealed as none other than
beautiful Betty Long, was hustled offstage as Mary Margaret made her triumphant
entrance.
Thus was the
Mary Margaret Magoon for President
campaign launched officially in this
initial rally at Emerson College.
The rally actually began in the
morning when, under Campaign Manager Phil Christie’s supervision, the
M. M. M. Ward Heelers traveled to
WHDH to pick up Mary Margaret
and her confederate, Bob Elliot. With
Parker Zellers and Dick Woodies attired in cadet uniforms the group
invaded the sanctity of the radio station and claimed the bodies of Ray
Goulding, Bob Elliot and of course,

Student

G.I.’S

Cautioned

LINEUP

Emerson Wins In

By

V. A. Office
$120

Bill Munroe, student at Emerson,
is well into his second year as an announcer for WWON, of Providence,
Rhode Island.
Mr. Munroe, who is
the star disc jockey for the station,
has interviewed musicians such as
Vaughn Monroe, Jackie Cooper and
Charlie Chan’s famous son, Lu, in his
radio work.
Among his favorites in the music
world is Stan Kenton.
Outside of
the music world he has other favorites, as is evidenced by his announcement that he will be married next
summer.
A new heat-resistant rubber has
been tested at 400 degrees F. for 8
hours.

Rally Is Success At E. C.
the

BASEBALL

.Here’s your
team.
Now
let’s all get behind
them
with
a rousing
cheer.
Standing, left to right: Joe Whalen, George Geyer, Bill Williams, Frank Welling, Bill Tatum, Ken Allbridge, and George Ballard.
Kneeling, left to right:
Roy Ross, John Meunier, Jack Morse, Tom Quain, Jack Weir, Harry Packlick,
and Dave Maynard.
Not included on this photo are Buddy
Stewart, Ronald
Clarke, Andy Hock, Bob Stevens, and Bob Joy, also members
of the team.

Student-veterans
creased subsistence

Impostor Fails As Magoon
Raleigh, Christie-Staged Event
Received Well by Students

es

day and Pat Norton and Elizabeth
Hawes on Friday.
The first play was The Imbecile by
Luigi Pirandello. This play concerns
the political problems of a small Italian town. Carl Hunkins and “Batch”
Reeves turned in very good performances as Leopoldo Peroni, the editor,
while Bill Wente and Norman Ferdinand were excellent as the tubercular
medical student, who was sent to kill
the editor.
Also in the cast were
Jean Carr, Nancy Beck, Jim Stafford,
Arthur Markovitz, Stuart S. Bishop,
Jr., Bill Palumbo, Bill Tatum, Ron-

iv

zio and Elizabeth Rogers on Thurs-

Maureen Wenk, a student at Emerson College, will, this summer, reopen a speech and drama studio
which she first started in Springfield,
Mass., five years ago, three years before entering Emerson. She continued
with the studio annually but ceased
operation of it upon entering Emerson.
The studio will run both daily and
in the evening, with children being
catered to during the day and adults
at night.
In her previous experience
with the studio, Miss Wenk’s students
participated in three major recitals.
Her child students have done work
publicly in churches and P. T. A. recitals.
;
‘Miss Wenk has studied in the
speech field since the age of six, having as her teacher the famous Adele
King Gary.
She is a special student
at Emerson College.

ch

curtain

Ar

a

per month

eligible for inailowauce pay* of

14-6 Triumph
Over Cambridge

Mary Margaret Magoon.
The group arrived at Emerson just
in time to check the impostor. Mary
Margaret and Bob Elliot entered the
theatre escorted by Raleigh and Chris-

tie and preceded by the Ward Heelers. . The baseball team
came to attention and

immediately
saluted our

prospective next chief executive with
baseball bats. Miss Magoon smiled
benignly upon her fans, as Eldon
White blew a herald upon an army
bugle.
Once on the stage, Elliot, Goulding and Magoon presented some of
the
skits
they've
presented
over
“Matinee With Bob and Ray.’ Miss
Magoon, in viewing the turnout said
simply and sweetly: “Oh Bob! I'm
amazed and flabbergasted. All this

for

me.

Flabbergasted

14

George

“Humphrey”

Geyer,

with

. . . That's

a good word, isn’t it, Bob?”
The cheerleaders, headed by Shorty
Langenhahn, gave out with a cheer
for Magoon.
Charlie Calacci and
his Stylists sang a ditty to the tune
of ‘“Manana’”
titled, “Magoona
is

are really going to be busy during
these remaining weeks.
First there is that elusive event
(that is, to the under classmen)
known as Sneak Day, during which
time the sly seniors attempt to sneak
away from envious Emerson, (more
specifically, the jealous juniors) without being discovered by their successors.
If this is accomplished, the
seniors may look forward to a day’s
outing at some secretive spot.
If the
juniors are keen enough to squeeze
the necessary news from the tightlipped seniors, then the situation is
reversed and the juniors are granted
the excursion in place of the seniors.
(Therefore, any peculiar gleam in a
junior’s eye during this month of
May is to be tactfully overlooked.)
Following a week of unmentionable examinations, starting May 27,
the studied-out seniors can recuperate
at the Senior Commencement Play,
this year presenting Philip Barry’s
play Holiday. There will be a dress
rehearsal on May 29, and performances on June 2, 3, and 4 at 8:15
P. M. in the theater.

(Continued on Page 6)

q triple and a homer, led the Emer-

under Public Law

411 are cautioned by officials of the
Boston Regional Office of the Veterans Administration that proof of
more than one dependent must be

STUDENTS

C

and

Sophomore
Speech Studio To
Be Opened By

PROTEST

Until this evidence is presented,
such veterans cannot draw the full

It was with extreme disgust re-—
cently that we noted an unpardonable offense being perpetrated in the
corridors of Emerson College. Checking our shock-proof Bulovas with the

increase

law.

clock in the lobby of building 130, it

The increase applies only to veterans
who are full-time students.
Those veteran-trainees having more
than one dependent as of April 1,
1948, must present proof of dependency prior to July 1, 1948, in
order to receive increased subsistence
payments as of April first.
Veterans
who claim a minor child as a dependent must submit a certified copy
of the birth record as well as certification of the veteran’s marriage, if
this is not already on record with
VA.
Veterans who plan to claim, for
the first time, a parent or wife as a
dependent must submit the evidence
on prescribed VA forms, available at
any VA office.

was with alarm that we noted the
aforementioned clock was close to
fifteen seconds fast.
Having only
your best interests at heart, we conducted a survey, checking the clock
three times a day for three weeks.
The results were disillusioning to us,
and seriously disfigured our conception of the absolute efficiency of Emerson College. We hesitate to make
this report, but we feel we must. _
Comparison proves, by far, that
Emerson’s
clock
runs _ consistently
faster, and keeps far worse time, than
the efficient time piece of the Boston
Public Library.
Our
survey, conducted in part by Franc Skirball and
Francis McNamara, both of whom
have reliable watches, showed that
Emerson’s clock was daily at least
fifteen to thirty seconds fast.
This
situation is unpardonable and must
be obliterated.
The effect of the fast clock is tremendous upon the students.
Being
efficient, Emersonians check every second, and with an unreliabie clock in
the school, we hate to think of the
appalling circumstances which will
certainly arise.
Recently two students hurrying through the lobby of
130, noted they had only ten seconds

submitted.

on

plays

NUMBER

doubts these Emerson upper classmen

er
s

one-act

raiser.
The curtain raiser, Cat’s Cradle, by
Noel Coward, starred Lola D’Annun-

25, 1948, BOSTON, MASS.

With the traditional overloaded
schedule on the horizon for our old
and reverent seniors, we have no

Em

On Thursday and Friday evenings,
April 22 and 23, the Freshman Drama
classes, under the direction of Mr.
Albert Cohn, presented a program of

College

COMMENCEMENT WEEK SCHEDULED

Freshman Workshop
Present Series of
Enjoyable Skits
three

the Students of Emerson

le
ge

VOLUME

Founded

Emerson

ol

Dr.

The Berkeley Beacon

2

The
Evolution
of
Expression
is
a
method of growth.
There
can
be
no
evolution
without
expression;
in
order
to
grow;
you
must express yourself.
3

provided

by

the

new

VA assured veterans in the $75 and
$105 groups (no dependent and one
dependent, respectively) that, if their
dependency status has not changed, it
will be unnecessary for them to submit dependency proof.
Good Enough fo’ Me.” The program
was
recorded
for Perry
Massey's
“You're The Critic.”
Ward heelers were: Henry Campbell, Ted Cutler, Tod Stampleman,
Phil Marsh, Jack Raleigh, Forest Mor-

gan, Phil Christie, William Josiah
Szathmary, Robert Stevens, Guy Aylward and Evan Mann. Car drivers
were: Mr. Raleigh, Franc Skirball

and Alan Corcoran.
(S. M.)
An electric appliance plug is designed so that the cord enters it from
the side.
*

Mr. Fisher throws the first ball for
the
college’s
baseball
team
in their
initial game this season against Northeastern.
Watching is Shorty Langenhahan,
umpire
for this first baseball
team
in Emerson
College
history.

son baseball nine to their first win
Saturday, May 1, as they notched a
smashing
14-6 victory over Cambridge College.
Prior to this contest, Tom Quain’s charges had lost
their first two starts, an 11-0 defeat
at the hands of Northeastern and an
11-1 defeat at the hands of the Naval Receiving Station in Chelsea,
Mass.

(Continued on Page 6)

Toney Announces
30-Minute Show
Lynn Toney, former instructor of
radio. at Emerson and a student at
the college, has a new thirty-minute
show over WTAO on Saturday morning, titled “Radio Stars of the Future.’
The
program
is broadcast
from the Capitol Theater in Somerville, Mass.
To date it has drawn a
capacity audience of 300 at every
performance.

to get to their class in building 126.
They rushed out the door, slipped on
a patch of ice on the steps, and were

seriously

devoided

of their

dignity.

This would not have happened, had
these normally efficient students realized that they actually had twentyfive seconds to get to their class.
It is our serious hope that something will be done to alter this situation immediately.
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ances and will do everything in his
power to disrupt the normal routine
of the student body. Rest assured, it
will make good reading.
The last “Young Lochinvar” of

the year will go to Paul Mundt

Gwendolyn Gates
Howard
Heinlen
Roger
Sheehan
Samuel Wilson
Frank
McNamara
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EDITORIAL

thers certainly cannot be expected to
be at the beck and call of sick girls
in addition to all their other work.

If one

girl gets a cold, usually the

other girls in her suite get one also.
Not long ago, one of the students
in the dormitory had a strep throat.
She was not supposed to have visitors, but girls who did not know
what was wrong with her would

wander

in and

chat for awhile

be-

fore being told they had
better
leave!
Fortunately, no one else contracted the illness, but the danger was
still there.
Next time the results
might be less lucky.
What is called for is a clean, comfortable infirmary with a nurse constantly on duty.
One infirmary could
probably serve all the dorms.
One
suite set aside for this purpose would

LETTERS

TO

Dear Sir:
Upon reading your excellent issue,

April

20,

I came

across

a

letter in this column signed with my
name.
After doing a double take,
since I had written no such letter, I
smiled benignly and thought of what
a sweet gesture it was.
Imagine a
busy newspaper taking time out to
write letters for little me.
It is relieving to know you'll take

JUNIOR

PROM

by

severe

competition,

obtained

a

Stain.” This quartet is really fine—
really fine!
We placed our Scientists out on
the farm between issues and they
have sent back the following tidbits:
A 2,000 lb. horse has approximately

ON

THE

SIDE...

Dormitory Solarium Opened!

The

Emerson dorm girls proudly announce
the commencement of their sunbath-

ing

practice,

otherwise

known

as

“Grit-on-the-Roof.”
The girls are
changing color slowly, due to the
sun, the wind and the soot. Happy
sunburn to all, and to all a warm day.
May, having brought us sunshine
and flowers, also brings much in the
way of social events. The Sophomore
Gay Nineties Dance, and the Basketball-Baseball Hop are over and done
with and as is the case with all Emerson affairs were both great successes.
And now the annual Senior Commencement Ball takes first place. Fi-

scholarship which enabled her to attend Kentucky University. She next
came to Emerson where she earned

her M.A. and then later took courses
at Columbia University in New York

City.
She started her career as a teacher
of dramatics and speech correction,
quickly becoming head of the speech
department
at
Watertown
High
School.
She then moved to Harcan go to receive care or even to rest
vard, Mass., where, as an illustration
in peace and quiet.
Here, too, there _of her ambitious nature, she taught
nances duly accounted,
tuxedoes
should be a room set aside that is. English, French, and dramatics. Not
properly equipped and with a nurse
being able to stay away from her cleaned, gowns rejuvenated, we gather together to bid the Seniors a fond
in charge. —
:
“Alma Mater,” she returned to EmUntil such deficiencies in the
erson.
Her entrance this time, as
school are remedied, Emerson cannot
you know, was not as a student but
COMING EVENTS»
hope to become an accredited college
as a vety capable speech teacher. You
May 25
11:00 A. M. Hand Me
or to receive wholehearted student
who have come under her direction
Down
Day and Posture
support.
We hope the sun will go
know her splendid personality and
Awards in Theater.
down very soon and find this matter
thorough teaching methods.
Reading Period for Sensettled.
Miss Crowley was eager to tell of
i0f8,.
her main interest which is directing
May
25,
26
8:15 P. M. Mrs. MorTHE EDITOR
and acting with a Little Theater
ris XY Drama Group in
Group
in
Woburn,
Mass.
This
group
care of my correspondence. There are
Theater.
travels in, as well as out, of the state.
the usual epistles to be mailed to
May 27
Senior Examinations.
At present they have a repertoire of
parents and friends. Please don’t forMay 29
8:00 P. M. Senior Prom
six plays, most of which are original.
get a weekly letter to a chum in the
at the Miles Standish HoExceptions include Career Angel and
Chinese army and a twice removed
tel. Dress Rehearsal for
First
Legion.
cousin in Madagascar.
_ Holiday.
When asked her opinion of the
Thank you so much.
June
1
Underclass Examinations.
student
body
she
heartily
admitted
POLA CHASMAN.
June 2, 3,4
Senior Commencement
that
she
felt
us
“a
fine
upstanding
P.S.
You needn’t send air mail.
Play. 8:15 P. M. Holiday
group of enthusiastic young people.”
Ed. Note: We won't.
by Philip Barry in TheaAfter a statement like this, you
ter.
should all make it a point to form a

Em

to wit;

Recently, at a Convocation Recital
Period, students at Emerson were
privileged to see a lovely young lady
enter the stage wearing an attractive
ted gown with a corsage of white
gardenias.
This teacher who kept
the attention of the students with
some excellent renditions for one
hour was our speech teacher, Miss
Frances Crowley.
Miss Crowley was born in Watertown, Mass.
She graduated
from
Rosary Academy in Watertown and

C

The house mo-

CROWLEY

QUEEN:

There

RUTH

ROBLIN

are

15,360

drops

of

milk in a one quart bottle—(true,
but what a waste of time).
The average man’s vocal chords are seventwelfth of an inch long.
Bright Spots: Rita Kramer, Helen
Cullivan, Marilyn Rees, Phyl Crowley, and Judy Gallus. Passed: Pippa.
Predictions: 1. Next year will be

one of the most progressive in Emerson’s history, socially, materially, and
intellectually.

2.

The

summer

plays

in the theater will really be splendid
—see them.
3. Give this boy Jim
Nolan another year and he'll astound
us with versatility and talent.
Young Ladies and Gentlemen, it
would be like going into a jewelmine and coming out empty-handed,
if a man didn’t take any happiness
from you and Emerson—and if happiness can be measured by the handfull, my thanks to you, for, believe
me, mine are full.
Goodbye and
good luck.
—MACc.
Ed. Note: Goodbye and good luck
to you, Leland McInnis. Emerson Co!lege is going to miss one of its most
cheerful and heart warming personalities.
farewell. Always a major event on
the school calendar, this year will be
no exception.
- May
first Exodus!!
May
Day
found our college bereft of five of its
loveliest females, as Mona Hackett,
Jean Lamont, Mitty Minton and EIlen Goldberg honored Yale for Derby Week-end, and Mary Frances Muir
equally honored Bowdoin.
Joan Hazzard’s new vitality definitely noted.
Due, of course, to the
return of her fiance from the Navy.
Brother Rat, otherwise known as
Brother Pat, another important event

on the agenda.

See you all at the

premiere.
—GLORIA.

Ed. Note: We'll miss you, Gloria.
California is getting
warmest sunshine.
June

5

on

sick people require.

suffice.
Just separate rooms for sick
girls is not enough, however. There
must also be a registered nurse who
can care and prescribe for girls with
minor ailments and who can recognize the need for a doctor when necessary.
Only then could proper medicines and diets be administered. The
dormitory students would not only
be more content but much healthier
if such care were available.
Not only is there a need for aninfirmary at the dormitory, but there
is also the necessity for one at the
college.
It is not uncommon for a
student to become ill during the day.
At the present there is nowhere he

FRANCES

ject).

er
s

An infirmary is no luxury; it is an
exigency.
Under
the
present
artrangement, girls who are sick cannot
be segregated nor can they receive the
proper care.
A patient in the dormitory is almost wholly dependent on
her friends for the attentions that

MISS

STAFF

Inamay

ol
le
ge

Ellen Goldberg

Ar

ADVERTISING

Cleo Nash

for

the work which he has done as planner, producer, and Editor-in-Chief of
the Beacon.
The seeds which he has
sown will never be uprooted as long
as there is an Emerson College. A
“Baby Lochinvar” to each of the “Esplanade
Four,” “Clambake”
Hill,
“Caruso” Fitts, “Foulball” Ormandy,
and “Mostly” White, a former “Milk

ch

Jean

51,500,000 hairs— (well-covered subyear
two
slaps,
many
Skip

Heinlen will take over this space, its
readers, and six and a half scientists

COLUMNISTS

Bill Williams
Ronald Clarke
Allen Belknap
Beatrice Coulouris
Elien Ades

HERE...

Because this has been a good
for the column! We've beaten
law-suits, got one slug and two
a few compliments and a great
appreciated criticisms. Next year,

es

BERKELEY

THE

iv

THE

MEET

of

our

11:00 A. M. Baccalaure-ate Service in the Gordon |
Chapel
of
Old
South
Church in Copley Square.
Speaker: President Green.
1:00 P. M. Alumni Luncheon. Class Reunions, 126
Beacon Street.
3:00 P. M. Interpretation

Recital

June

some

by

Seniors

6

friendship with one of our most interesting

and

capable

faculty

mem-

JIM?S

bers.
(E. D-)

CHARLIE MUN’S
LAUNDRY
Complete

Our

Advertisers

88

Beacon

Hill

46 Charles

Laundry

Service

Massachusetts

Avenue

Barber

St.,

Shop
Boston

GENTS — LADIES
CHILDREN
EXPERT BARBER

Merit

Your

Patronage

ARTHUR’S
FLOWER SHOP

THE ELIOT
PHARMACY
M.

Wernick,

Tel.
JUNIOR
PROM
QUEEN:
RUTH
ROBLIN
:
At one of the most successful dances presented by any student group this
Both combined produced the
year, a choice was made and a queen crowned.
Seated is Miss Ruth Roblin, Queen of the Junior
lovely results shown above.
attendant;
left to right standing, we see Patricia Koltonski,
From
Prom.
attendant.
Nancy. Metcalf,
and
College;
of Emerson
President
Green,
Dr.
Barbara Arnold, last year’s queen, conceded the honors.

97

KEnmore

R.

159
Ph.

6-4409

Mass. Ave. at
Newbury St.

BOSTON,
scares
canes

MASS.

Mass. Ave.,

“The

Finest

Boston

In

Telephone
KEnmore

Discount
CIR.

to Students
8325

We

9318

And

Call
Deliver

A. WHITE
Custom
Cleansing,

Flowers”

Tailors
Pressing

and

Repairing
47a

in

Theater.
6:30 P. M. Senior Dinner
at Women’s Dorm at 373
Commonwealth Avenue.
2:30--P. M.. Gommencement Exercises. Granting
of Degrees at Old South
Church in Copley Square.
Speaker:
Dr.
Allen A.
Stockdale.

Massachusetts
BOSTON,

MASS.

Ave.

Literary Section

FEATURE

Old Vic from England and summoning his courage (and three cents) he
wrote to Laurence Olivier asking to

ee

SPECIAL

be remembered

said

Aphrosia.

“Yankees!”
cried Aphrosia.
“Yankees!” screamed Mammy,
bursting
through the door into the bedroom.
Mammy, happy almost to the point
of cheerfulness, rolled her slim three
hundred pounds over the hardwood
floor till she stood beside Aphrosia.
“Lawsie, me, Miss ‘Phrosia, what all
we all gon do all?”
Anyone with
half a mind could see that Mammy
was perturbed by the activity on the
lawn; and Aphrosia had half a mind.
“Oh, Miss ’Phrosia, them Yankees
done come.
Well, I mean dey’s heah
at Cornpone Manor.
What all we
all.gon do all?”
Aphrosia’s cold blue eyes shot fire
at the soldiers, her glance igniting
“middle C.”
“Shut up, you dear old

bat,”

she

cooed,

striking

Mammy

viciously
across
the
right
wrist.
“Come now, help me into my shift. I
think I'll wear my passion-pink morning dress; it brings out those delicate feminine points.of my nature.”
Mammy was lacing the pink suede
slippers
over
Aphrosia’s
delicate
webbed toes when a gentle knocking
splintered the bedroom door. Aphrosia set aside her decanter of Swampwater No. 6, and looked up just in
time to see her brother Dexter crawl
through the opening. Dexter was a
charming
and
agreeable
Southern
gentleman.
How handsome he was;
standing there with a hunting boot
on each foot, a tall julip in each hand,
and a pearl grey felt hat on each head.

It was his left face that spoke first. —

stand

before

the

enemy,

trembling with fear and a jeweled
hat pin poised for momentary delivery.
“Don’t -step *neah, suh, more
than a step or two, until I speak my
piece.
Evah since you Yankees took
Atlanta, there ain’t been much hope
for us in the country.
And many a
p.antation has been left to the care of
the strongest member of the family.
Wanna feel my muscle?”
She extended her left arm.
“Call off yore
men, suh.
Order them to desist in
this useless effusion of blood. Why
should they here give that last full
Members of the graduating class
measure of devotion?
They must be
will remember Jack Reilly as the lad
weary of ‘trompin’ through the red
who served a term as president of the
mud of Gawga.’
Call them off for a. freshman class, took the leads in sevten-minute
break,
while
Mammy
eral of the school plays and who alrustles up a couple of tons of fried
ways showed up on St. Patrick’s Day
chicken and a wash-pot of julips.
in suitable green apparel.
He hails
After cigars we can speak this out
from a town vaguely called Lowell
sort of friendly like, suh.
Why not
and had spent the twenty years of his
loosen yore bridle and climb down
life there up until the time he came
off yore horse for some real Southto Emerson.
I remember him well
ern hospitality?
Why not let libas the shy young freshman who pitierty, equality, Duz and fraternity do
fully asked me if he could borrow a
everything?”
white shirt on the occasion of the
The silence was heavy, and the - first school dance. (By the way, Reilrafters started to buckle, when the
ly, if you’re through with that shirt
tall figure in blue sprang from his
I'd like it back.)
His career at Emsaddle, whistled his horse back down
efson was an extremely auspicious
the stairs into the parlor, and turned
one.
He was given the Good Houseto speak.
keeping award for his sanitary spit“Permit me, Miss.
I am Abraham
balls and was voted the student whose
Stevens Thadeus,
First Lieutenant,
forehead was most likely to recede.
second assistant to the Third in ComAfter a year at Emerson he felt the
mand of the Fourth Army, now ascall of Broadway, which is somesigned to the Fifth Division of the
thing between a sly hint and a sar-

Jack
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Reilly

Progresses

Sixth

Corps.

We

mean

you

no

In fact, we were to leave your
plantation unscarred by the ravages
of bitter conflict.
We were ready to
jump the joint next door, when we
heard that plans were changed.
It
seems that General Sherman...” at
the mention of the name, the figure
in blue kneeled on the hardwood floor
and bowed three times in the direction of ruined Atlanta.
“General.
Sherman was dealt short in a hand of
faro at Belle Watling’s last night. The
woman dealing was—’
“My
mother,’ gasped Aphrosia,
her smiling face twisted with fright.
“Precisely,” snapped the figure in
blue.
He drew forth his derringer
and slowly walked toward Aphrosia,
the trigger set on ready.
Everything happened at once. The
sun fell in the west; the bed fell on
Mammy.
The rafters buckled; the
floor collapsed.
The horse dropped
his lighted cigar on the parlor drapes,
igniting same; a flash-flood from the
Chatahooche River extinguished the
burning
piano.
Aphrosia
fainted
just as General Robert E. Lee rushed
to her rescue from his hiding place
in the wardrobe; Dexter sat calmly
in his cage, drinking julips two at
a time; at last, he perhaps belonged.
harm.

Em

“Ah say; Aphrosia, honey, what
all we goin’ to do?” His right face
continued, “Yes, we have been talk- ing it over between myself in the
hall for the last five minutes. This
sort of thing jes don’ look right to
the neighbors, what with Pater with
General Lee in Virginia and Mater
working as a spare at Belle Watling’s
in Atlanta.”
With
her accustomed
calmness,
Aphrosia roared hysterically, “I know,
Dexter, but I ain't give it much
thought yet.
Suppose yawl get back
to the cellar and rest a while?
I'll
send Mammy
down
with another
bucket of julips.”
Dexter turned to
go, disgust written on both his faces
(pencil on the left and Quink on the
right).
“By the way,’ she continued, “be sure the cage is locked tight.
It jes wouldn’t do for them Yankees
to git you.”

to

donic

snicker,

and

packing

his

clothes (and my white shirt) he departed for New York.
Jack’s first assignment was a fewarding one.
He played Romeo in
a. toad
company
production of
Shakespeare’s tragedy. He was most
fortunate in playing opposite, of all
people, Juliet.
While on tour he

Sponsors of the World Calendar
have chosen 1950 as the ideal year
for transition from the Gregorian
calendar because that year begins on
Sunday in both systems.
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of them when they come to the big

(J. D.)
(Continued from last issue)
PARDON,
SIR, BUT YOUR
FANCY
IS SHOWING
by STEWART W. MAYNE
The spectacle a man makes of
himself as he observes some of the
requirements of the code of gyneolatry is both comical and pathetic. It
is sheer comedy to watch the face of
a man while he is helping his lady
with her coat.
Among the several
faces worn for this gallant ritual is
the face of awkward indifference, and
the face of the enraptured back-ofthe-neck admirer. The face of awkward indifference has a gradual transformation that results in its becoming more. awkward and less indifferent.
It becomes more awkward because modern young women expect
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the

that history has given too much emphasis to Solomon, Henry VIII, and

HOUSE
Mass.

and

estimate the swinging curve of the
door or to worry about its size and
weight or the strength of its spring.
Eventually, Diana, will glide through
the opening while her floundering
cavalier barely escapes being jammed
between the door and the wall or
being trampled to the ground by the
people behind him.
Observance of the code of gyneolatry eatly demands the giving of
presents. The presents that are regatded to be in the best of taste are
flowers, candy, and books; however,
women will accept any display of improper taste as long as the error is on
~the-siue of g,eater value Wuan. fowers, candy, and books. The giving of
Presents affords a man with an unparalleled opportunity of making a
spectacle of himself; however, even
the most ardent lover will hesitate
to give his lady flowers.
Flowers
are sent not given.
Florists advertise, “Flowers sent anywhere.” The
reason flowers are sent, not given,
even if the young lady lives next
door
is that
flowers
cannot
be
wrapped or even boxed very well
without people on the street knowing that ‘they are flowers.
A man
will go only so far.
Should a man give his lady candy,
he will soon learn that to eat only
one of two pieces of’ it because he
bought it for her is the course of
folly.
He might as well help her
eat it, because if he does not, one of
his rivals will.
Invariably, it will
be the rival who spends little more
than his time with her.
He will eat
half of the box.
These are only a few aspects of
the behavior of him who lets the
spring, his fancy, and his thoughts
turn him lightly to love.
His lack
of wisdom fills the thinking man
with prolonged pain. Perhaps this
lack of wisdom stems from the fact

a good

himself

octupus

be it from his charming partner to

English, American and Continental
literature, all of which goes hand in
hand with his determination to do
. the most with what he has and to
emerge a better man for it.
Jack has made several visits to
Emerson since his successes in New
York during which times he has seen
many of his old friends.
He ‘has

Supplies...

Corner Mass, Ave.
Beacon Street

He

city and hopes that they will get together with him.

tipist, to Me,

an

naval semeiologist. Even if the man
succeeds in grasping the handle, the
struggle is just beginning. For far

deal, studied music and has heard all
of the country’s symphony orchestras
in his travels; has studied art and
has attempted some oils himself; he
has kept up on all of the current
plays on Broadway without neglecting his reading of the old classics; he

is on her vacation!
has done gone astrey.
is oN hur vakaction,
du wish shE would stay.

breg back mY

BREng
BRInG

self-education.

R. BEHRENS

Brinj bak, Bring back,

ing a sacrificial rite could not have
captured as completely an expression
of such enchantment.
To all this
some men add the touch of the master by raising the back of their lady’s
hair with one hand as they adjust
her coat collar with the other hand.
Since the man has helped his lady
with her coat, he can now open the
door for her as they prepare to go
out.
Here is another opportunity
for the man to make a spectacle of
himself, and he makes the most of it,
aided, of course, by the young woman.
One young woman in a hundred
knows where to stand when a man
opens a door for her.
The other
ninety-nine stand so that the handle
of the door is practically unattainable
unless the man has the suppleness of

him

whom he was unable to contact. He
says that he would enjoy seeing any

by GEORGE
My
My
My
Oh

for

priest of some ancient cult perform-

because of his peculiar attitude towards the theatre, that he is willing
to work hard and long towards his
object and has no delusions about
the efforts and disappointments entailed, and because Jack wants to
give something to the theatre, not
merely take something out.
Jack,
himself, stresses getting to the heart
of the activity in New York and to
stick to your designs with a more
than human determination. Be willing to learn all that you can from
more experienced actors but develop
yourself along individual lines.
Jack has used all of his ‘‘spare”
time in a self-designed course of

asked

POME!

hit

es

right,’

forced

Ar
ch

“This is not

Quite frightened, the two women
jumped under the bed.
There was
not room enough, so Aphrosia was

the show

the States.
When the troupe did artive, Jack was given an audition and
as a result of this did some walk-on
bits in Henry IV and The Critic. His
next step up the ladder was a small
speaking part in Maurice Evans’ G. I.
Hamlet which Emersonians will tremember as a huge success. Jack later
understudied for parts in Man and
Superman and The Linden Tree, both
Maurice Evans productions. His latest show was Macbeth which starred
Michael Redgrave and Flora Robson.
Jack had two fine parts as Donaldbain and the Dunsinane messenger.
Between these performances Jack has
kept busy doing some radio and television work along with some minor
stage appearances in benefit performances and the like.
_
Friends in New York who know

iv

in blue was standing in the doorway.

Aphrosia leapt from her bed and
skipped to the window, her bare feet
quite naked on the hardwood floor.
Throwing
back
the shutters,
she
watched the great red sun crawl
slowly over the eastern hills. Somewhere in her mind the idea took
form; deep in her heart it grew;
somehow she felt, she knew, it was
morning.
Flexing her biceps and
breathing heavily, Aphrosia glanced
at the lawn.
Almost at once, she
sensed that all was not right.
Just
beneath her window a group of bluecoated men were placing her grand
piano on a roaring fire, which had
been apparently kindled with the aid
of her Sheraton dining room suite.
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Hardly had Dexter crawled down
the stairs, when suddenly a tall figure

on

LOST

er
s

PARADISE

when

their men not only to hold their coats
but also to guide their arms into the
sleeves.
It becomes less indifferent
because it must, unless the man completely. abandons the young lady and
forces her to shift for herself. The
other type face, the enraptured backof-the-neck admirer, is unmatched
anywhere by human beings. Even a
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OUTSTANDING

Our first issue saw Duane Fitts
Janice
Harvey
together
on
the
planade.
Asked
if any
changes

and
HEshad

occurred

told

since,

Duane,

our

‘Yes,

reporter

we’re

was

The
first issue
included
the
photo
of Ted Chandler and Miss Paull, Personal Secretary to Dir. Green. Ted is
now
a
staff
announcer
on
WHEB,
Portsmouth,
N.
H.
Miss
Paull
confides that she will be with us for the
summer session,

engaged.’’

Alpha
most

of

OF

Phi

popular

the

mission

school

THE

Theta

held

dances

at

year.

one
the

Patrons

according

to

of

YEAR

Phi
Alpha
Tau
presented
a dance
which was considered a high success.
Here
we
show
four
of the
dancers
(two
would
be
more
correct).
Jane
Young
dances
with
John
Hayward
who
is now attending the University
of Illinois
as an English
major.
To
the right are Lydia Casavant and Tom
Fitzpatrick
who
undoubtedly
is telling her ail about Shea’s latest feats.

the

beginning

paid

their

ad-

weight.

saw the first
hot dog roast.

intermingling
Everyone, as

of
the

Freshmen
photo will

and
upperclassmen
testify, was stupified

at a
with

er
s
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Sorority
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Shown
here are Lloyd Sherman,
Bill
Munroe,
Christine
Nash,
and
Lynn
Toney,
“‘wayin’ in’? at the door.

November brought in our first basketball team which, under the influence of
Sophomore
English
Lit., earned
the name
‘“Grendels.”
Above
we
see Art
Kershaw sinking the first basket of the season. Score: Medford 20, Emerson 34.

Em

by

EVENTS

i

November
also ushered
in Hell Week,
a traditional Hmersonian
tradition.
One gory scene
is displayed
above
although,
admittedly,
no enemies
were
made

during

the

ceremonies.

February saw the establishing of our cafeteria, better known as the Tip Top
Caterer.
Above is Mrs. Edith Kelley, supervising sales to numerous students—
including Emersonians.
.

Had it not
Shop—that

been for January there would
month.
Nevertheless, through
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In the month of March our college was honored with the visit of Joan Edwards, famed star of stage, screen, and radio.
(We know that’s a cliché.)
Casting their eyes upon this lovely are Perry Massey,
MC
of ‘‘You’re the
Critic’ and Kenn Schaffer, Public Relations official.
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___Another important

body’s”
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is

still

smoking

his

cigar,

Em

er
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Fitzpatrick

on

“Be a little more subtle, Shanahan.”

Tom

COMMENCEMENT

BALL

Myles Standish Hotel

MAY

29th

change

life concerned

in

“‘some-

the young lady

above.
Mary Gibbs will be married in
June to Frank
‘Bill’? German, President of Phi Alpha Tau.
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be called the liaison officer between

cently

Miss Hamilton’s duties include the

MARY HODGSON
Blonde, vivacious, friendly Mary
Hodgson is a familiar figure around
school.
Extremely active in college
affairs, Mary, who will be 21 years
old May 16, has been busy ever since
she was two yeats old when she
started her career by winning a baby

picture contest.
Since Mary was nine years old, tae
has been doing professional. work—
singing, dancing, readings—in Lowell, Mass., where she has always lived.

her

high

school

years,

she

HAVE

WONDERED

Esplanade

Cafe

For

The Very Best in Foods
“Where

Corner

all the
meet.”
Beacon

Shatterproof glass has replaced bars
in some zoo cages and has proved to
be proof against the attacks of even
the large apes.

students

Mary, who is a Speech and Drama

major, has had many excellent roles
while at Emerson, but she got the
biggest kick out of playing Katherine
in The Taming of the Shrew.
Her
latest part was that of Lady Eastly in
Mrs. Dane’s Defence.
She also got
a thrill from winning the Posture
Award twice.
A versatile person, Mary has not
limited herself to the theatre. She is
now Vice-President of the Senior
class and holds offices in the International Relations
Club, Newman
Club, and Zeta Phi Eta.
She is also
on the House Committee and on the
Literary staff of the Emersonian.
When Mary was younger, she was
convinced that she wanted to be an
actress.
Now, however, she believes
she might like to teach speech and
drama—preferably in a junior college.
She is also interested in radio,

but because of academic studies has
not had a chance to take even one

and

BOSTON

Mass.

several summers of waiting on tables,
hostessing, and serving as assistant
manager in a dining room, plus a
strong interest in business and in
people.
Mary has gotten even more out of
Emerson than she had expected.
The
‘main attraction here, she believes, are
the people.
She has “gotten just as
much out of the people as out of the
classroom.”
So far during her life Mary has
had “lots of fun,’ and we are sure
that as long as she keeps that smile
and that energy, she will reach her
goals.
We'll certainly be plugging
for her!
(E. A.)
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arts graduates in the commercial businesses, such as banking, investment
banking, insurance, advertising, merchandising, and in the non-technical
phases of our manufacturing enterprises, according to Stuart H. Clement, associate director of Senior Place-

from

Page

ment at Yale University.
He explained that a portion of this
demand is the result of the fact that
liberal arts graduates in industry and
business were inducted into service
during the war in larger numbers
than men with technical, and therefore, indispensable training.

“A considerable

1)

number

of these

men,’ he stated, “have not returned
Then comes Commencement weekto their former positions. This situend. On Saturday, June 5, at 11:00
ation has caused a particularly strong
A. M., the traditional Baccalaureate
demand for prospective college gradService will be held in the Gordon
uates to be trained for future execuChapel of the Old South Church in
tive jobs.
It is evident that there
Copley Square in Boston. Our own | is plenty of opportunity for the lib-

President Green will be the speaker.

On Saturday afternoon at 3:00 the

Interpretation

Recital will be given

by the seniors in the theater. This
year Joan McGuire, Elinore Green,
and Harry Coble will honor their
graduating class by exemplifying the

finest products of interpretation
Emerson College during 1948.

eral arts graduates to get started in
business.

today.”

TO FLY TO

ENGLAND

at

Saturday evening at 6:30a senior
banquet, in place of the usual senior
tea will take place at 373 Commonwealth Avenue, the object being to
really treat the deserving, and by that
time dead-tired seniors, to an unforgettable feast.
Then arrives Commencement Day
—unequalled, unforgettable, unable
to be reenacted. On this Sunday,
June 6, at 2:30 P. M., the Commence-

teach-

MORNING,

MR.

Mr. Cohn.

ment Exercises and the granting of
degrees are to be conducted at the
Old South Church in Copley Square.
This year the seniors are fortunate in
having
as
their
Commencement
speaker, Dr. Allen A. Stockdale. Dr. :
Stockdale, a noted clergyman, lectu-

rer and author, is a member

of our

Emerson board of trustees.
Not only
is he a graduate of the B. U. School
of Theology, and Oxford, but also

was

ordained:

a

Congregationalist

minister as far back as 1907. Then he
acted as an assistant pastor at the
Berkeley Temple and later the Union
Congregationalist Church in Boston,
while during the weekdays he attended Emerson College of Oratory
and participated as student chaplain
for quite some time.
In the following years, Dr. Stockdale had many
varied experiences and positions. He
took part in the Mexican Border Dispute, was a Captain in World War I,
and later became well known in the
field of lecturing and writing.
At
present he is the dean speaker of the
National Association of Manufacturers.
With such an experienced and
forceful speaker, the senior class has
all the promise of having as fine a
Commencement as they have always
hoped for.
Dr. Stockdale’s subject
will be “Long May Our Land Be
Bright.”
Of course Emerson will miss every
one of the seniors, but Commencement, rather than being the ending,
is only the beginning of a new,
promising, future for all of them.
So
instead of Goodbye, we should like
to wish them Good Luck, with the

sincere

hope

that

in

their

future

work, whatever it may be, they will
succeed in making their Emerson
under classmen and professors proud
of them!
(B. H.)

Stienkraus.

KENNEY.

Good

Mrs.
Betty Morris will fly to England this June on or about the 10th.
She will travel as a tourist and will
probably return in early fall.

BASEBALL
(Continued from Page 1)
Coach Quain, John Meunier, along
with slugger Geyer, paced the Emerson nine to their first win, garner:
ing two hits apiece. Good pitching
by Ken Albridge, along with the lead
the Purple sluggers supplied him,
gave Emerson the win.
Errors in the
field gave Albridge trouble throughout the game but timely clutch hurling gave him the edge to victory.
Emerson scored their 14 runs on
12 hits and three Cambridge errors.
The Emerson lineup consisted of:
John Meunier, cf.; Bill Williams, If.;
Tom Quain, ss.; George Geyer, 1b;
George Ballard, c.; Jack Weir, 3b.;
Dave Maynard, rf.; Jack Morse, 2b.;
and Ken Albridge, p
(B. W.)

FRESHMAN
(Continued from Page 1)
played the flunky.
The second night
Joe Whalen, Tom Quain again, and
Rosemary Reardon played the leading roles, supported by Charlotte
Berry, Rita Bachner, Rosemary Cunniff, and Libby Barolsky. Lila Di Leva
and Frank Skirball turned in repeat
performances.

Stage

managers

Synthetic rubber lamp sockets are
said to increase the life of electric
light bulbs by shielding them from

vibration.

were:

Norman

Ferdinand, Ted Cutler, Barbara Sheridan and Mildred Potter. The presentations were directed by Albert Cohn
and Franc Skirball handled the lighting.

(GC. G:)

TRAYNOR

morn-

Good morning, Mrs. Standish. GOOD
morning,

os

college

rights

Ar

won
a Public
Speaking
contest
(which, incidentally, she was afraid
to ever re-enter), played leads in
high school productions, and appeared in various U. S. O. shows and
other public performances. In her
freshman year in high school, she
made her big decision to come to
Emerson—a decision which she does
not regret.
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There is every evidence that ample
opportunity exists today for liberal
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(Continued

qualifications for such a job include

FOR

discovered

exclusive

COMMENCEMENT

radio course!
Another of her ambitions is to own a night club in
either Connecticut or Vermont. Her

The above two photographs which appeared in the ‘‘Berkeley Hcaccute ” April
Fool’s edition did, from all reports, arouse much speculation concerning their
To the left we have a sugar factory which was demolished in the
sources.
To the right we have Norman Sturm, a student
invasion of Guam back in 1944.
The photo was taken when the
at Georgia Tech, and a friend of the editor.
two were in high school during a bicycle trip to Washington,
D. C., from
New Jersey.

College it was re-

Grads

the Charles River in the immediate
area.
It was immediately decided
that proper school authorities would
claim a clamping down on clams
clumping in the vicinity. |
Due to this discovery a clam-bake
will be held Monday, June 7, at 5:00
A. M.
AIl. students are invited to
attend and are promised free refreshments which will be served by administration and faculty members.

holds
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to smooth

out all difficulties which you may — analysis of entrance credentials and
Perhaps you have a advanced standing.
come against.
Mr. Luce assists students with their
problem about credits, or a bill, and
every-day problems regarding schedyou are not quite certain as to vege
ules.
He makes changes and adjustFollowing then,
to see about it.
ments, and is helpful as. a sort of
an introduction to ‘the See
general information pare regarding
staff which should show you who to
schedules.
.
problem
specific
your
about
see
Miss White is ‘in duis Ee all the
In the Admissions Office we find
veterans’
problems.
She is the one
Mrs.
Ballard.
Miss
and
Mrs. Wilson
to see in regard to charges and checks.
Wilson is the Director of AdmisMiss White takes care of the Vetsions while Miss Ballard is Secretary
eran’s Administration corresponderice,
In this office all recof Admissions.
and she registers all of the vets at the
are
students
ords for prospective
beginning of the school year. Miss
The interviews with applihandled.
White also keeps the attendance reccants are also held in this office. Also
ords of the whole school. |
a member of the Admissions ComIn the office adjacent to President
mittee, Mrs. Wilson represents the
Green’s we find Miss Paull, secretary
college at high school Career Days
to Doctor Green.
She is the person
“where she takes part in the vocational
who tries to afrange appointments
guidance program.
for the faculty and students with the
In the Information office is Ndi
president
of our college.
this
of
charge
in
is
Maynard, who
In one of the third floor offices of
She is the college’s receptionoffice.
ist and switchboard operator. When — 130 we find a newcomer to Emerson.
Dean Keller, Dean of Administration.
students find those little pink slips
Dean Keller joined the Administrawith messages on them in their mailtive staff in February.
boxes, they can thank Miss Maynard.
Now we journey over to building
She also tens seen
train certifi126 to meet Miss MacDougall, Dicates.
‘rector of Women’s Activities and her
In the Bitrsar’ S office: we find Miss
secretary, Mrs. Morse.
Miss MacDonovan, Bursar, and Miss Clark,
Dougall
is the Alumni «Secretary,
her assistant. In this office all business
Head of the girls’ dormitories, Offtransactions are carried on.
cial Chaperon for. College functions,
The Registration office is a busy
Coordinator
for College Activities
one.
Mrs. Chipman, registrar of the
Calendar, adviser to Student Governcollege, is concerned with the overall
ment Association, Associate Editor of
school schedule or horarium, and the
Alumni Bulletin, and a member of
various catalogs.
She may be conthe Committee on Cuts and Admissulted on matters of general educasions Committee.
(M. S.)
tional counsel, such as election of out-
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